A Finite-Time Convergent and Noise-Rejection Recurrent Neural Network and Its Discretization for Dynamic Nonlinear Equations Solving.
The so-called zeroing neural network (ZNN) is an effective recurrent neural network for solving dynamic problems including the dynamic nonlinear equations. There exist numerous unperturbed ZNN models that can converge to the theoretical solution of solvable nonlinear equations in infinity long or finite time. However, when these ZNN models are perturbed by external disturbances, the convergence performance would be dramatically deteriorated. To overcome this issue, this paper for the first time proposes a finite-time convergent ZNN with the noise-rejection capability to endure disturbances and solve dynamic nonlinear equations in finite time. In theory, the finite-time convergence and noise-rejection properties of the finite-time convergent and noise-rejection ZNN (FTNRZNN) are rigorously proved. For potential digital hardware realization, the discrete form of the FTNRZNN model is established based on a recently developed five-step finite difference rule to guarantee a high computational accuracy. The numerical results demonstrate that the discrete-time FTNRZNN can reject constant external noises. When perturbed by dynamic bounded or unbounded linear noises, the discrete-time FTNRZNN achieves the smallest steady-state errors in comparison with those generated by other discrete-time ZNN models that have no or limited ability to handle these noises. Discrete models of the FTNRZNN and the other ZNNs are comparatively applied to redundancy resolution of a robotic arm with superior positioning accuracy of the FTNRZNN verified.